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THE FEASIBILITY OF USING ZONING TO
REDUCE CONFLICTS IN THE EXCLUSIVE ECONOMIC ZONE
Kelly McGrath*
I. INTRODUCTION
A. A Management Plan for the Ocean
With increasing demands for resources such as fish,
shellfish, minerals, sand for beach restoration, oil and gas (as well
as. dramatic increases in recreational fishing, boating, and diving) a
comprehensive ocean management plan is needed. Divers cannot
compete for space with commercial fishing boats. Oil platforms
cannot be next to sensitive reef habitats. Mineral mining cannot be
in an Essential Fish Habitat. There is no national system to
regulate and organize these ocean uses. Although each of these
uses are regulated by different government agencies, each use is
regulated in isolation. It is important to coordinate these uses not
only to avoid conflicts, but to protect the ocean and its resotrces
now and for future generations.
Scientists report that fisheries are declining. As of 2001,
the government could only assure us that 22 percent of fish stocks
under federal management were being fished sustainably. 1 Ocean
pollution is on the rise. In one week, a 3,000 passenger cruise ship
generates about 210,000 gallons of sewage and millions of gallons
of ballast water containing potentially invasive species.
2
Kelly McGrath is a graduate of the Florida State University College of
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I National Marine Fisheries Service, Fisheries of the United States, U.S.
Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Silver Spring, Maryland (2001).
2 Holland America, Environmental Policies, January 2002, at
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Introduced species crowd out native species and alter habitats.
3
The rate of marine introductions has risen exponentially over the
past 20 years and shows no sign of leveling off.4 These uses take
place near the coast and in the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ).
The EEZ exteids from the outer boundary of the territorial sea to
200 nautical miles from the coast baseline.5 The EEZ is an area
more than one and a half times the size of the United States.
6
Within the EEZ, the federal government has "sovereign rights" to
all living and non-living resources.7 Many non-living resources
(such as oil, gas, and minerals) are located in the EEZ. Oil and
gas exploring and developing are good examples of how uses can
clash. Oil and gas activities on the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS)
occur along with many other activities in the ocean, including
commercial and sports fishing, tourism and recreation, vessel
traffic, military and NASA operations, and non-energy marine
mineral extraction. 9 There also are areas of special concern, such
as parks and sanctuaries. In addition to the "competition" for space,
there is concern that routine oil and gas activities such as seismic
surveys, drilling, and discharge of effluent waters, may have
adverse effects on marine habitats.' °
http://www.hollandamerica.com/aboutus/policies/environmental.htm(last visited
November 1, 2003).
3 Pew Oceans Commission, America's Living Ocean, Charting a Course
for Sea Change 7 (2003).4 ld.
5 Fara Courtney & Jack Wiggins, National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, Ocean Zoning for the Gulf of Maine: A Background Paper
(2003).
6 U.S. Coast Guard, Living Marine Resources, at
http://www.uscg.mil/hq/g-o/g-opl/mle/LMR.htm (last visited November 2,
2003).
7 JOSPEH J. KALO ET AL., COASTAL AND OCEAN LAW, CASES AND
MATERIALS, 331 (2d ed. 2002).
8 Id.
9 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Ocean Facts on
Ocean Mineral Resources, at http://www.yoto98.noaa.gov/facts/miner.htm (last
visited November 2, 2003).
10 Id.
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Two non-living resources located in the EEZ, sand and
gravel, will continue to be the most sought after mineral
commodities from the OCS. Sand has been obtained from beyond
the 3-mile limit of state jurisdiction for beach renourishment, and
demands for offshore sand and gravel will only increase." I Sand
and gravel reserves on the OCS are immense, with estimates of
over 2 trillion cubic meters on the Atlantic shelf alone.' 2 In spite of
this large resource base, the higher costs and risks of marine
dredges are impediments to offshore mining, and conflicts over
access still occur.' 3 Transportation cost is the largest factor in sand
and gravel extraction and distribution; there could be competition
for high quality deposits closest to the coast, but still outside of the
three-mile state limit.'
4
Activities in the EEZ are regulated by many different
government agencies. There is no uniform system for ocean
resources management; each agency manages a specific use or
resource. Living resources, such as fish and mammals, are
managed by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), an
agency under the Department of Commerce's National Ocean and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). 15 Endangered species are
protected through NMFS and the Fish and Wildlife Service under
the Department of the Interior (DOI). 16  Non-living ocean
resources are managed by DOI's Minerals Management Service
(MMS), Ocean and Coastal Resources Management. Waste
disposal is managed by the Environmental Protection Agency and
the Army Corps of Engineers, as well as the Coast Guard. 17 These
are but a few examples of the various agencies and departments in
Id.
12 Id.
13 Id.
14 Id.
15 KALO ET AL., supra note 7, at 436.
16 JOHN COPELAND NAGLE & J.B. RUHL, THE LAW OF BIODIVERSIY AND
ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT 120, (2002).
17 James W. Good & Derek Sowers, Benefits of Geographic Information
Systems for State and Regional Ocean Management 5 (Oregon State University
1999).
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charge of specific ocean resources or uses.' 8  This patchwork
system of ocean governance is not able to deal effectively with the
interests of multiple uses of these ocean resources.
As the U.S. moves into the 21st century, the need for ocean
resources and demands placed on the ocean environment will
continue to increase. Many issues associated with ocean resources
and their effective management transcends state boundaries. The
importance of responsible management of ocean resources will
continue to grow as the oceans are looked to as an increasingly
critical source of food and resources for the growing population.
The idea of coordinating and managing the ocean under a single
regime, instead of agencies managing discreetly, is a workable idea
and has been recommended by both the Pew Oceans Commission
19
and the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy2 0-two distinguished
groups that have studied the ocean.. To arrive at a system of
coordinated management may take a complete shift in how the
government views the oceans. However, we have the seeds to
begin managing the oceans more holistically. By applying the
strategies of land use planning to implement ocean zoning
(beginning with the most protected ocean areas) and combining the
knowledge already within the different agencies, a framework for a
new way to manage these ocean uses can be developed: a way that
will look at the whole ocean, not for one particular use, but for
many sustainable uses.
18 Id Others include the State Department for military testing sites in the
ocean, and NASA for operations related to research and space flight.
19 Pew Oceans Commission at http://www.pewoceans.org/ (last visited
November 6, 2003).
20 U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy at http://www.oceancommission.
gov/ (last visited November 6, 2003).
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II. LAND USE AND THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE
To REDUCE OCEAN CONFLICTS
The wide variety and sometimes conflicting uses of the
ocean should be regulated in order to protect and maintain a
sustainable ocean. The ocean cannot be closed to all so it can be
preserved, but must continue to be used by the public. However,
to protect the ecosystems and maintain uses such as commercial
fishing, there must be an ordered system. One possibility is the
concept that ocean uses should be regulated and planned in the
same manner as land is managed. Land use regulation comes from
the need to solve problems of deteriorating environments and
conflicting uses due to growth.21 The Supreme Court upheld the
general authority to zone under the police power in Village of
Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co.22 Over time, land use regulation
became standard practice in growing municipalities. The
Department of Commerce (DOC) drafted the Standard Zone
23Enabling Act in draft form in 1922. By 1926, 43 states had
enacted it.24  States that passed this act (or a version of it)
delegated zoning control to local municipalities. 25  With this
authority, the local governments have the power to zone for the
public health, safety, and general welfare. 26 We can use these land
use strategies to manage and protect ocean resources.
Land use planning consists of zoning classifications that
consider community needs and land uses within that area. 27 A
zoning map and regulations are formulated by placing all existing
uses on the map. The map is divided into districts, and the districts
21 DAVID L. CALLIES ET AL., CASES AND MATERIALS ON LAND USE 2(3d
ed. 1999).
22 272 U.S. 365 (1926). "U.S. Supreme Court upheld comprehensive
zoning for the first time based on zoning as a measure to maintain the public
health, safety and welfare.
23 CALLIEs ET AL., supra note 21, at 39.
24 Id.
25 Id.
26 Id.
27 Id. at 12.
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follow a "use-intensity pattern". 28  This means the map shows
areas with the lowest amount of use and the plan allows for that
area to be surrounded with progressively more intense uses. 29 For
example, a residential neighborhood that only allows houses would
be a low intensity use, no other types of buildings are allowed
there. Only residential use is allowed in that area. Next to or
surrounding that area would be a more intense use, a type of buffer
zone between the lower and the higher uses. An example would
be a section zoned for condos, apartments, and town homes that
are located between the residential zone and the commercial
business zone. The land use plan consists of a zoning map
(depicting all areas and current uses), and zoning regulations that
detail what the uses mean. 31 The local government usually has a
planning committee that makes decisions after the public has a
chance to comment. 32 After this, the affected landowner, whose
use of his land may be restricted, may challenge the decisions. In
those cases, the agency or the court will decide the validity of the
board's zoning.
33
Land use planning provides for the uses currently in the
municipality, and also anticipates growth over time. Planners zone
the areas that are not currently being used, based on the
surrounding uses or anticipated uses. Zoning in this way attempts
to avoid incompatible uses being adjacent to each other, such as
residential .houses next to heavy industry. Zoning the EEZ could
take a similar path. Many of the currently used areas are already
mapped. Areas between the current uses can be zoned according
to surrounding uses or environmental need. However, there is one
big difference between land zoning and ocean zoning. Land use
28 Id. at 43.
29 Id.
30 Id.
31 Id. at 41.
32 Id. at 37.
33 See Fasano v. Board of County Commissioners of Washington County,
507 P.2d23 (Or. 1973). The Oregon Supreme Court invalidated the Board's
zoning change due to lack of evidence that there was a public need for the
change in zoning.
planning and zoning affects a private landowner's use and
enjoyment of his or her property. 34 The local government uses its
authority under the police powers to make zoning decisions, which
will regulate and restrict the landowner's use of his or her private
property. 35  However, the EEZ is subject to federal sovereign
rights, not private ownership. 36 Using the police power is not an
option, as it protects the health, safety, and general welfare of the
private landowners in that area; it doesn't apply to public, federal
lands.
III. USING THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE AS
LEGAL AUTHORITY FOR ZONING
The common law Public Trust Doctrine may be a source of
legal authority for zoning the EEZ. This legal doctrine traces its
origins to the Institutes of Justinian in Roman Law, which declared
that there are three things common to all people: air, running
water, and the sea and its shores.37 The Public Trust Doctrine
states that waters and submerged lands under the reach of the
Doctrine are to be held in trust for the benefit of the people.38 The
reach of the Public Trust Doctrine extends to all lands subject to
the ebb and flow of the tide, and all waters navigable in fact.39
This principle is firmly rooted in American common law. When
authority for federal waters was given to the states, sovereignty
over the submerged lands under navigable waters passed to that
state. The state continued to hold the lands subject to this public
trust.40 States often cite Illinois Central Railroad Co. v. Illinois as
34 CALLIES ET AL., supra note 21, at 1.
35 Id. at 36.
36 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Ocean Policy
Framework, at http://www.csc.noaa.gov/opis/html/policy.htm (last visited
November 2, 2003).
37 NAGLE & RUHL, supra note 16, at 661.
38 Casey Jarman, The Public Trust Doctrine in the Exclusive Economic
Zone, 65 Or. L. Rev. 1, 8 (1986).
39 NAGLE & RUHL, supra note 16, at 662.
40 KALO ETAL., supra note 7, at 14.
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the case that affirms the Public Trust Doctrine. 4 1  There, a
legislative act purported to grant title to a railroad for the
submerged lands in Chicago harbor. The only restriction was that
the railroad could not impair the public's right to navigation.42 The
Supreme Court invalidated the grant, stating the title was held in
trust for the people of the state to use the water in the harbor for
purposes such as navigation, commerce, and fishing.43 In addition,
the Court stated that the control of the State could never be lost.
44
However, the State could grant parcels of the submerged lands if it
was in the public interest.45  The authority of the public trust
doctrine for the States was solidified when the Supreme Court
stated: "The soil under navigable waters being held by the people
of the State in trust for the common use and as a portion of their
inherent sovereignty, any act of legislation concerning their use
affects the public welfare. It is therefore appropriately within the
exercise of the police power of the State. '46  It is unclear if the
Public Trust Doctrine applies to submerged lands in federal waters,
however.47  Courts in dicta have varied.48  But, courts have
recognized that land under navigable waters held by the federal
government for territories prior to statehood was held in trust for
the benefit of the nation. This idea, called the Equal Footing
41 Id at 25.
42 Id at 19.
43 Id at 20.
44 Id at21.
45 Id at 23.
46 Id.
47 Id. at 24.
48 See District of Columbia v. Air Florida, Inc., 750 F.2d 1077, 1086
(D.C. Cir. 1984). The court stated in dicta, "There is no federal public trust
doctrine, as exists in California, which holds that submitting offshore California
lands to oil and gas development is conditioned upon the public trust doctrine."
But see Rivera v. US., 910 F. Supp. 239 (1996), where the court states the Open
Shorelines Act requires that the federal government not restrict the bathing and
recreational activities of the public at Buck Island in the Virgin Islands.
49 Shiveley v. Bowlby, 152 US 1, 26 (1894). "There is no universal and
uniform law on the subject... each State has dealt with the lands under the tide
waters within its borders according to its own views of justice and
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Doctrine, is a concept that addresses the relationship between the
federal government and property law.50 Under the Equal Footing
Doctrine, each state entered the Union with the same ownership
rights that the original states possessed in lands beneath navigable
waters and waters affected by the ebb and flow of the tides.
51
The doctrine links state sovereignty to property rights. In
Phillips Petroleum Company v. Mississippi, the Supreme Court
reaffirmed the close link between the Equal Footing Doctrine and
52the Public Trust Doctrine. The Court ruled that Mississippi can
take title to the lands lying under the waters that were influenced
by the tide, but were non-navigable. 53 The Court expanded state's
claims to hold the submerged lands in trust for the public to
include the lands beneath waters influenced by the ebb and flow of
the tides, and all waters navigable-in-fact. 54 The Equal Footing
Doctrine supports the proposition that the. federal government
holds land in trust for the people. If the federal government grants
to the states these federal waters, and the state must take them with
the Public Trust Doctrine attached, federal submerged lands should
be subject to the Public Trust Doctrine as-well. It is the nature of
this specific land, not who manages the land, which makes it
subject to the Public Trust.
It is the association of the land with navigable water that
has led courts to regard that land as special enough to apply the
public trust reasoning. Submerged land is similar to land found in
many other locations. If the water were removed, it would offer
the same possibility to build or exploit the resources found there as
found on other land. But, while submerged land may not be a
policy... Great caution, therefore, is necessary in applying precedents in one
State to cases arising in another." The court's description of the variation
among state assertions of title to tidelands appears applicable to the public trust
doctrine (because there is not yet a cohesive doctrine-all states apply the trust in
different manners),
50 See Phillips Petroleum Company v. Mississippi, 484 U.S. 469 (1988).
51 Martin v. Waddell, 41 U.S. (16 Pet.) 367 (1842).
52 Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Mississippi, 484 U.S. 469 (1988).
53 Id.
54 Id.
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particularly limited resource, the navigable waters above the
submerged land are limited. Some commentators believe, "this
scarcity is critical to the special importance of the lands under the
navigable waters and justifies the development of a unique regime
of public property rights to protect them."
55
The Public Trust Doctrine protects the public from
restrictions on uses of the waters and submerged lands. The kinds
of uses historically protected by the doctrine confirm that the
association with navigable water is what makes the water-related
land suitable for public trust doctrine analysis. These uses
traditionally include fishing, commerce, and navigation. 56 Other
uses such as boating, swimming, and general recreation have also
been recognized in most states.5 7 There may be an even further
expansion of the doctrine into recognizing environmental
protection purposes, such as preservation of wilderness habitats.
58
The essence of the public use is more closely related to the
navigable water than to the submerged land below it. The
doctrine can be viewed as a public property right of access to
certain public trust natural resources for various public purposes.
This public trust concept has also been applied where -roperty
rights in water are independent of land. In National Audubon
Society v. Superior Court, the Supreme Court in California
confirmed that rights to appropriate water-which exist
independently of any right to land-are subject to limitations to
serve public trust values.59 The rights in question in that decision
were to flows in creeks that had not been established to be
navigable, but they were deemed subject to the public trust
doctrine because of their impact on Mono Lake, a navigable body
of water. 
60
55 Harrison C. Dunning, The Public Trust: A Fundamental Doctrine of
American Property Law, 19 Envtl. L. 515 (1989).
56 NAGLE & RUHL, supra note 16, at 662.
57 Id.
58 Marks v. Whitney, 491 P.2d 374, 380 (Cal. 1971).
59 Nat'l Audubon Soc'y v. Superior Court, 658 P.2d 709 (Cal. 1983).
60 Id.
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Most activities that are deemed inconsistent with Public
Trust uses may be prohibited, even if it is the state who attempts to
facilitate the use. 6 ' In addition, the doctrine includes restrictions
on alienation of these lands to private interests when it would
undermine the protected public uses.62 The submerged land is
public trust land and must be held in trust for the common use. If
the EEZ is held in trust for the use of the public, the government
will protect these public uses. However, sometimes two equally
valid public uses may conflict.63 What should happen when the
interests of commerce or recreation conflict with the interest in
protecting the environmental integrity of trust resources? For
example, under what circumstances can the federal government
grant the right to exclude the public (temporarily with a lease) for
an aquaculture farm? 64 How is the decision made that an aquafarm
is in the public interest? These and many more questions will have
to be resolved, as there is no hierarchy of public trust uses at this
time. Either a priority of uses or a balancing of factors must be
articulated if the Public Trust Doctrine is to be used as the legal
authority for the federal government to zone the EEZ.
Some commentators believe the doctrine gives the legal
authority for the government to coordinate and restrict uses in
areas of the ocean to protect it for the benefit of the common good.
They believe the doctrine can provide a legal framework for
resource management and planning.6 5 The Public Trust Doctrine
can be used to protect existing uses, but managing them in such a
way as to ensure the viability of those uses for future generations.
In addition, putting measures in place to prevent overexploitation
can be justified because by protecting the ecosystem other uses
(such as fishing) will also be protected and can remain viable.66 A
61 NAGLE & RUHL, supra note 16, at 662.
62 Id.
63 See e.g., Carstens v. Calif Coastal Comm'n, 182 Cal. App. 3d 277, 227
Cal Rptr. 135 (1986), for an example of coastal public trust uses that conflict.
64 KALO ET AL., supra note 7, at 40.
65 NAGLE & RUHL, supra note 16, at 662.
66 Paul Bray, An Introduction to the Public Trust Doctrine, available at
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new way to view the Public Trust Doctrine hold the federal
government responsible to all citizens to preserve resources in a
manner that makes them available to the public for use. Zoning
the EEZ would help the federal government manage the multiple
uses of the ocean by the public, now and in the future. It would
also help to minimize conflicts by designating zones for particular
uses, separating those uses that would be incompatible with each
other.
IV. OCEAN POLICY PROPOSALS
The concept of ocean zoning is highly recommended by
two well-respected groups that have studied the ocean, regulating
schemes, economic and social factors relating to the ocean, and
other issues: the Pew .Oceans Commission and the U.S.
Commission on Ocean Policy.
A. Pew Oceans Commission
In June 2000, the independent Pe w Oceans Commission
began the first national review of ocean policies in more than thirty
years. 67 The Commission is made up of eighteen members with
backgrounds ranging from fishing, science, conservation, and
education to government and business.68  For two years the
Commissioners read the latest scientific reports relating to the
ocean, and spoke to thousands of citizens who live and work off
the coast, produced reports with their findings, and held hundreds
of public hearings on their proposals. 69 The commission made
several recommendations to help the government provide an
effective management strategy for the oceans. A draft of the
commission's recommendations has been published, and the final
http://responsiblewildlifemanagement.org/an-introduction to the_public-trust
doctrine (last visited November 6, 2003).
67 Pew Oceans Commission, supra note 3.
68 Id.
69 Id.
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recommendations are supposed to be completed by the end of
2003. The Pew Commission identified three primary problems
with ocean governance: exploitation of ocean resources with too
little regard for environmental consequences, the fragmented
nature of regulation, and the focus on individual species as
opposed to the larger ecosystems that produce and nurture all life
in the oceans.70 The Commission believes the government should
uphold the public trust by "exercising environmental and economic
control over the oceans with a broad sense of responsibility toward
all citizens and their long-term interests."
71
The Commission recommends several steps in order for
Congress to create a workable framework for a comprehensive
ocean policy. The first is to enact a National Ocean Policy Act as
the enabling legislation. It would establish national and regional
institutions capable of carrying out policy to protect, maintain, and
restore marine and coastal ecosystems. 72  In addition, the
Commission recommends that an Ocean Agency be established to
address the national interests in the ocean. This Ocean Agency
would consolidate all of the federal regulatory programs related to
the ocean. It would also chair the Regional Ocean Ecosystem
Councils. The Councils would be created to develop and oversee
implementation of the enforceable regional ocean plans.73 They
would be responsible for zoning plans within each region of the
country. An Interagency Oceans Council would be established
using an Executive Order of the President. The head of the Ocean
Agency could also chair the Interagency Council. Interagency
Council members should include the heads of federal departments
and agencies whose activities affect the oceans. The framework
the Pew Ocean Commission recommends would help to resolve
interagency disputes, set out the management principles for the
ocean, and divide the ocean into enforceable regions.
74
70 Id. at 16.
71 Id. at 19.
72 Id. at21.
73 Id.
74 Id. at 23.
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One of the main recommendations that Pew Ocean
Commission makes is for the Ocean Agency to implement
ecosystem-based planning and marine zoning. 75  The Pew
Commission recommends ocean zoning as a way to reduce conflict
between ocean uses while at the same time preserving ecosystems.
Regional ocean plans would use a wide range of zoning options
including Marine Protected Areas, areas for fishing, areas for oil
and gas development, commercial and recreational fishing areas,
and areas for other uses.76 The Commission recommends that
ocean zoning should be implemented using a building-block
approach, starting with priority locations such as Marine Protected
Areas. 77 The Commission views the priority areas as the areas that
are most sensitive to environmental disturbances; the regional
plans would prohibit most activities in that area. The zoning
would begin with coordinating existing zones, such as areas closed
to fishing, shipping lanes, and areas for oil and gas development.
78
During this period, the Commission recommends the legislative
moratorium on oil and gas developnient in certain ocean areas
continue. 79 Over the next decade, the Commission recommends
ocean zoning be applied on a regional basis to comprehensively
plan and manage all activities in the ocean. The Pew Ocean
Commission recommends this, knowing that many ocean uses are
already managed (and mapped) according to region by the various
agencies in charge of regulating particular ocean uses.
75 Id.
76 Paul K. Dayton & Simon Thrush, Ecological Effects of Fishing in
Marine Ecosystems of the United States (Pew Oceans Commission 2002) at 34.
77 Pew Oceans Commission, Commission Recommendations, at http:/
www.pewoceans.org/oceans/oceanspolicyrecommendations.asp (last visited
November 2, 2003).
78 Id.
79 Id.
80 Id.
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B. US. Commission on Ocean Policy
The Oceans Act of 2000 was passed to develop and
implement a comprehensive and long-range national policy to
explore, protect, and use the oceans.' The U.S. Commission
states that "to ensure the sustainability of marine habitats, marine
resource managers must strike a balance on behalf of the resources,
the public owning the resource, and the people who draw their
living from the sea."8 2  The Oceans Act establishes a sixteen
member commission that will make recommendations to the
President and Congress for a coordinated and comprehensive
national ocean policy.83  This is a rebirth of the last
congressionally-authorized -commission to review and make
recommendations for a national ocean policy which took place
over thirty years ago. 84 The .commission consists of people with
experience in science, policy, law, resource development, maritime
transportation, ocean exploration, and more. 85 The commission is
charged with reviewing and analyzing issues such as ocean
governance, research, education, marine operations, stewardship,
and implementation of policy. 86  Similar to the Pew Oceans
81 Oceans Act of 2000, Pub. L. No. 106-256, 114 Stat. 644 (2000).
82 U.S. Comm'n on Ocean Policy, April Draft Policy Options, at
http://www.oceancommission.gov/meetings/apr23_03/draft_policyoptions40
3.pdf (last visited November 2, 2003).
83 Id.
84 Center for Sea Change, U.S. Comm 'n on Ocean Policy
Recommendations, at http://www.seachangecenter.org/ (last visited November
6, 2003). The Commission on Marine Science, Engineering and Resources
(known as the Stratton Commission after J.A. Stratton, the Chairman of the
Commission), was the last presidentially-appointed board to study the ocean and
ocean governance since the 1960s. See Our Nation and the Sea: A Plan for
National Action, Report on the Commission on Marine Science, Engineering
and Resources (1969), available at http://www.lib.noaa.gov/edocs/stratton/title
.html (last visited November 6, 2003).
85 Center for Sea Change, at http://www.seachangecenter.org/ (last visited
November 2, 2003).
86 Id.
2004]
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Commission, this commission also held a series of public meeting
across the country, read scientific articles, discussed and analyzed
ocean policy, and has published a draft of its recommendations.
8 7
The final recommendations are due out before 2004.88
The commission's position is that the federal offshore
waters of the United States are held in trust for the public.8 9 These
areas and their resources should be managed for multiple uses and
public benefit including appropriate environmental protection.
90
Many of its recommendations mirror the Pew Ocean
Commission's proposals for ocean management. It also
recommends exploring and mapping the EEZ.91 The commission
recommends the President or Congress create a National Ocean
Policy Framework, composed of an Office of Ocean Policy, and a
National Ocean Council 92 It proposes having the council consist
of state, local, tribal, government representatives, as well as the.
private sector, the science community, and non-governmental
organizations. 93 The Council would sit on various panels to assist
in creating an Ocean Policy. 94  One panel the commission
recommends is the Offshore Multiple-use Planning Panel. 95 This
panel would help plan ocean resources by looking at existing uses
and possible emerging.uses. 96 Both the Pew Oceans Commission
and the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy recommend ocean
zoning as one of the main means to reduce conflicts among users
and protect the ocean for the public, now and for future
generations.
87 U.S. Comm'n on Ocean Policy, at http://www.oceancommission.gov/
(last visited November 2, 2003).88 Id.
89 U.S. Comm'n on Ocean Policy, April Draft Policy Options, supra note
82, at 70.
90 Id.
91 Id. at 4.
92 Id. at 50
93 Id. at 51.
94 Id. at 61
95 Id. at 62.
96 Id.
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V. EXISTING OCEAN ZONES
Different agencies are responsible for managing different
ocean uses and resources. Each of those uses are mapped by the
agency in charge. In effect, a piecemeal ocean zoning is already
being implemented. The problem is many agencies don't take into
account the other activities go on in an area- if those activities
aren't within their jurisdiction. Most agencies map and manage
their activity or resource in isolation. Some ocean areas that are
mapped include conservation areas. They are on a spectrum from
areas that severely restrict all or almost all ocean uses, with the
goal of ocean preservation-to conservation areas that allow more
activities, while still having a preservation mandate. Still others
are generally conservation oriented, but manage an entire large
area by zoning different areas for different uses- more
comprehensive type of zoning. The use is the type of activity
allowed in the area. A low intensity use would be an activity such
as swimming or diving. The intensity of the use is the amount of
effect the use has on the ecosystem. Dredging would be an
example of a high intensity use. The Single use zoning, then
multiple use zoning, and finally comprehensive regional zoning
can be used to zone the EEZ.
One example of a single-use, low intensity area is the
Dry Tortugas. The Dry Tortugas are islands, mostly located in the
EEZ, seventy miles west of Key West.97 They contain some of the
healthiest coral reefs found in the Florida Keys. 98 Despite this, the
Tortugas face the danger of overexploitation due to increased
visitation, anchoring by large freighters, and technological
advances in commercial and recreational fishing.99 In response to
97 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Strategy for
Stewardship: Tortugas Ecological Reserve, Draft Supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement, May 2000, at 2.
98 Id.
99 Id.
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these threats, NOAA designated the area an Ecological Reserve.
100
Some of the objectives of the designation are to minimize
conflicting uses, eliminate injury to sensitive habitats, reduce
stresses from human activity, and prevent heavy concentrations of
uses that degrade the resources.'10 The purpose of an Ecological
Reserve is to "meet the needs of these objectives by limiting
consumptive activities while continuing to allow activities that are
compatible with resource protection."' 1 2 The Reserve covers an
area of 480 square nautical miles.'0 3 This is an example of an area
set aside (or zoned) in order to protect the environment; regulations
greatly restrict the available uses. Ecological reserves of this type
are also referred to as "no-take" zones. 10 4 All consumptive uses, as
well as commercial shipping around that area, are prohibited. 10 5
This is an example of a low intensity use area that is already zoned
in the EEZ. Some of the restrictions in the Reserve include
prohibitions on anchoring by vessels more than 100 feet, and
prohibitions on any type of fishing within the Reserve. 10 6 The
Ecological Reserve in the Dry Tortugas is one of the most
restricted use areas within the Florida Keys National Marine
Sanctuary. Its priority or mandate is preservation.
While the Ecological Reserve restricts almost all uses,
nearby is an area that is designated to allow many uses, but still has
a preservation focus. The Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary
and Protection Act, implemented in 1990, created a 2,800 nautical
mile area surrounding the Florida Keys.10 7  The Act requires a
management plan be established for the area to ensure "the
sustainable use of the Keys' marine environment by achieving a
balance between comprehensive resource protection and multiple,
100 Id.
101 Id. at 7.
102 Id.
103 Id. at 11.
104 Id.
105 Id. at 53.
106 Id. at 73.
107 NOAA, Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary: Final Management
Plan/Environmental Impact Statement, vol. II, at 3, (1996).
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compatible uses of those resources."' 0 8 The Florida Keys National
Marine Sanctuary is an example of broader, multiple use zoning.
Sustainable use is the main objective. One area within the
Sanctuary is Cheeca Rock. Within this protected area, the
allowable activities include diving, snorkeling, and educational
activities.10 9 The regulations do restrict heavy commercial fishing,
but NOAA does allow catch and release fishing by trolling within
that area."1 0 The mission of the Sanctuary is to "comprehensively
manage marine areas .. .for the public's long-term benefit, use,
and enjoyment.""' By relying on data about the different
resources in each area, NOAA made management decisions about
where to allow certain uses, and where to restrict others within the
Sanctuary.
Zoning within the Sanctuary allows the agency to focus
the majority of its management efforts on a small portion of the
Sanctuary, and protect the areas that are the most ecologically
sensitive. Within the Sanctuary, there are areas not yet zoned for
particular uses. However, the entire Sanctuary area has an overlay
of general prohibitions and restrictions on uses.' 12 In the broader,
unzoned areas of the Sanctuary the agency's goal is to maintain the
water quality and prevent habitat degradation. 1 3 Activities that
would negatively effect water quality or degrade habitats are not
allowed. Examples of these prohibitions include heavy ship traffic
and a prohibition on oil development. 114  The Florida Keys
National Marine Sanctuary is an example of a part of the EEZ that
l0 NOAA, Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary: Final Management
Plan/Environmental Impact Statement, vol. I, at 10, (1996).
109 Id. at 274.
110 Id. at 262.
II NOAA, Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary: Final Management
PlanEnvironmental Impact Statement, vol. II, at 10, (1996).
112 NOAA, Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary: Regulations in the
Sanctuary,
http://www.fknms.nos.noaa.gov/regs/welcome.html (last visited Nov. 2, 2003).
113 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, supra note 107, at
255.
114
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is already designated for multiple uses. Within the Sanctuary,
restrictions vary from general restrictions on pollution, to a
complete prohibition on fishing to protect coral reefs in the Dry
Tortugas, to areas zoned for multiple uses such as diving,
snorkeling, and fishing at Cheeca Rock.
The Pew Ocean Commission and the U.S. Commission
on Ocean Policy both recommend an even more comprehensive
type of marine zoning than is used in the Florida Keys. A model
of a more comprehensive zoning project is Australia's Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park. The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park is
the largest marine protected area in the world."15 The park covers
some 133,100 square miles, including waters surrounding the
reefs."16 With the passage of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park
Act of 1975, zoning plans were developed with input from user
interest groups, Indigenous people, the scientific community, and
the general public."17  Zoning plans in the park provide for
activities that are allowed in that area without a permit, activities
that are allowed after a P8ermit is approved, and areas where
activity is not allowed.' Zoning sets the foundation for
protecting the park as well as managing commercial and
recreational uses within it. Originally, the park was divided into
five distinct regions, and each region was zoned separately. 19 The
current rezoning project is developing a single zoning plan for the
115 Australian Government Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, The
Draft Zoning Plan, at http://www.reefed.edu.au/rap/overview/draftzonplan.html
(last visited Nov. 6, 2003).
116 Australian Government Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority,
Frequently Asked Questions, at http://www.reefed.edu.au/rap/overview/intro/
faqs.html (last visited Nov. 6, 2003).
117 Australian Government Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority,
Zoning, at http://www.gbrmpa.gov.au/corpsite/management/zoning.html (last
visited Nov. 6, 2003).
118 Australian Government Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, The
Draft Zoning Plan, at http://www.reefed.edu.au/rap/overview/draftzonplan.html
last visited (Nov. 6, 2003).
119 Id.
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Marine Park to remove inconsistencies between the five areas.
120
The Draft Zoning Plan sets out the purposes for which an area may
be used. 12 1 Areas designated as a General Use Zone provide for
the widest range of activities, while the areas designated as a
Preservation Zone are the most restricted. 
122
Once rezoning is complete, the park will be divided into
four management areas. 123 These areas will provide a basis for the
regional management of the park, and further sub-areas or regions
will be identified for particular management purposes. 124  The
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park is an example of a successful large
scale marine zoning project that allows for commercial use,
recreational use, and conservation. This example can be used as a
model for zoning the EEZ, providing for the use of the resources as
well as sustainability. Comprehensive zoning of the entire EEZ
would cover more than three million square nautical miles.
125
Because the EEZ is so large, it will also have to be divided into
regions. This regional zoning method is recommended by the Pew
Oceans Commission. 1
26
Geographic zoning as a management tool is already being
used to prevent resources from overuse and to separate conflicting
uses. From a complete prohibition on activities in the area in order
to protect sensitive ecosystems to an area that allows commercial
fishing or mineral extractions, zoning the EEZ will help separate
conflicting uses, while protecting sensitive areas. This type of
marine management is not only feasible and, with Marine
Protected Areas, a framework has already been started for zoning
the EEZ.
120 Id.
121 Id.
122 Id.
123 Id.
124 Id
125 U.S. Coast Guard, Living Marine Resources, at http://www.uscg.mil/
hq/g-o/g-opl/mle/LMR.htm (last visited Nov. 2, 2003).
126 Pew Oceans Comm'n, supra note 19, at 35.
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VI. MARINE PROTECTED AREAS AS A
BEGINNING FRAMEWORK FOR ZONING
The Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary is a type of a
Marine Protected Area. Executive Order 13158 directs the
Departments of Commerce and Interior to develop a list of all U.S.
Marine Protected Areas (MPAs). 127 Sites included in the inventory
have to fit within the definition of the Executive Order, which
defines MPAs as "any area of the marine environment that has
been reserved by Federal, State, territorial, tribal, or local laws or
regulations to provide lasting protection for part or all of the
natural and cultural resources therein."'' 2 8 While protection is the
main goal of MPAs, many provide for multiple uses within their
boundaries. 1
29
The working inventory currently includes 328 sites, many
in the EEZ. 3 ° Of all the MPAs listed, 251 are Federal sites under
the jurisdiction of, and managed by, federal agencies. 13 1 Once the
inventory is complete, it will include detailed information on the
natural resources, habitats, species, and other unique features of
that site. 132 This information can be used to develop an integrated
system of MPAs, when the initial full version of the national
inventory is expected to be completed in late 2004.133 Using the
MPA framework may be a first step towards zoning the EEZ, as
127 NOAA, Marine Protected Areas of the United States: Frequently Asked
Questions, at http://www.mpa.gov/information-tools/faqs.html(last visited
Nov. 2, 2003).
128 Id.
129 NOAA, Marine Protected Areas of the United States: The MPA
Inventory, athttp://www.mpa.gov/inventory/status.html, (last visited
Sept. 6, 2004).
130 Id.
131 Id.
132 NOAA, Marine Protected Areas of the United States: The MPA
Inventory, at http://www.mpa.gov/inventory/aboutinventory.html (last visited
Sept. 6, 2004).
133 Id.
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many sensitive areas will already be zoned When the inventory is
complete. These sensitive areas must be protected and buffered
from surrounding areas that may have much more intense uses. In
essence, many of the areas that will have the least amount of
allowable uses will already be mapped.
There will always be gaps in information about MPAs
because marine ecosystems do not fall within an arbitrary
boundary area. To study a small area in the EEZ or state waters
gives an incomplete picture. The MPA inventory goals for the use
of scientific data are relevant to the entire EEZ. These include
knowing and understanding the living resources of the site and
how they interact, understanding the societal and economic
implications of management decisions, and understanding how
human activities affect marine systems.' 34 The MPA system can
be a framework to make ocean zoning effective because MPAs
range from areas closed off to public access to areas that are
managed for multiple uses.135 Expanding on the ideas from the
MPA inventory system would be a natural progression toward a
comprehensive zoning scheme and management of the activities in
the EEZ.
VII. OTHER DESIGNATED AREAS IN THE EEZ
Fortunately, activity areas other than MPAs have also
already been mapped. Conflicting uses within the EEZ include
commercial fishing, military operations, recreational uses, marine
transportation, environmental protection, oil and gas exploration
and development, mineral exploration, and all are regulated under
different state and federal agencies. 13 6 Requiring agencies to map
134 NOAA, Marine Protected Areas of the United States, supra note 132.
135 NOAA, Marine Protected Areas of the United States: What is a Marine
Protected Area, at http://www.mpa.gov/informationtools/archives/what-is_
mpa.html (last visited Sept. 2, 2004).
136 NOAA, Marine Protected Areas of the United States: Challenges,
Coordinating across Complex Jurisdictions, at http://www.mpa.gov
/informationtools/archives/challenges.html (last visited Sept. 6, 2004).
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where these uses are occurring is an essential first step toward
managing and regulating the conflicting uses in the EEZ. Many of
these agencies have already mapped specific use areas in the EEZ
(such as fisheries, shipping lanes, and dredged material disposal
sites). There are also leasing and permitting programs that confer
exclusive use of the public offshore resources. One example of a
mapped use area is the oil and gas leasing permit program.
The United States has sovereign rights over the exploration
and development of non-living resources, including oil and gas,
found in the seabed and subsoil of the continental shelf.137 In
1945, President Truman asserted U.S. authority over the
exploitation of marine minerals out to the edge of the continental
shelf. 138 The Truman Proclamation was the beginning of U.S.
jurisdiction over areas that were considered the high seas.
President. Reagan in 1983 announced the creation of the U.S.
Exclusive Economic Zone. 139  The EEZ, including the seabed,
extends to 200 nautical miles from its coast, or the continental
margin may extend beyond that limit, to the outer edge of the
geological continental margin 140 and was confirmed and expanded
in the 1982 Convention on the Law of the Sea.141 Currently, about
27 percent of the natural gas and 18 percent of the oil produced in
the United States is from the federally managed OCS.142
The Secretary of the Interior designated the Minerals
Management Service (MMS) as the regulatory agency for
managing mineral resources on the OCS. 143 One of MMS's goals
is to ensure safe, environmentally sound operations during the
137 Ocean Law, International Fishery Law, at http://www.oceanlaw.net/
(last visited November 2, 2003).
138 Proclamation No. 2667, 3 C.F.R. 67-68 (1943-1948) (Sept. 28, 1945).
139 Proclamation No. 5030, 48 Fed. Reg. 10,605 (1983).
140 Jarman, supra note 38.
141 Proclamation No. 5030, supra note 139.
142 Nat'l Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin, Year of the Ocean, The US.
Marine Transportation System, at http://www.yoto98.noaa.gov/yoto/meeting/
martrans_316.html (last visited Sept. 6, 2004).143 United States Department of the Interior, Minerals Management
Service, at http://www.mms.gov/ (last visited Nov. 2, 2003).
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production of oil, gas, and minerals from the OCS. This agency
accomplishes that goal through a strong regulatory program while
supporting research in offshore safety, oil-spill containment and
cleanup, structural integrity, and blowout prevention. 144 The
continuation of these responsibilities plays a key role in protecting
the ocean and ensuring safe, environmentally sound oil and gas
development from the OCS. Even with resource exploitation as
the focus, MMS still has a responsibility to the public to protect the
oceans.
The Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act requires the DOI to
prepare a five-year plan, beginning in 2007, which details the size
and location of all areas to be assessed for federal gas and oil
leasing. 145 Currently, the MMS is working under a five-year plan
(2002-2007) where outer continental shelf oil and gas leases are
sold on an area wide basis. 146  Specific areas of current and
possible future sites for oil and gas leasing sites within the EEZ are
already mapped in order for the MMS to regulate and manage
these resources. 147 r
The MMS is also responsible for the development of
marine mineral resources primarily located on the OCS. 4 8 The
DOI's Geologic Survey is currently working on locating and
mapping deposits of sand, gravel, phosphorite, and otner minerals
found within the EEZ. 149 Information collected in conjunction
with these efforts assists the MMS in making future decisions
relative to the possible leasing of these deposit areas. Many areas
within the EEZ that are currently used and potentially used for
144 Id.
145 43 U.S.C. §§ 1331-1356 (1982).
146 Id.
147 Id.
148 United States Department of Interior, Offshore Minerals Management:
Sand and Gravel Program, at http://www.mms.gov/sandandgravel/ (last visited
Nov. 2, 2003).
149 United States Department of the Interior, US. G.S Coastal and Marine
Geology Program National Plan, at http://marine.usgs.gov/natplan97/natplan97.
html (last visited Nov. 2, 2003).
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mineral mining in the future have also already been mapped.150
Another use already mapped is commercial shipping lanes.
Commercial ships transport more than 95 percent of U.S. foreign
trade (by weight). 15 1 By 2020, U.S. foreign maritime trade is
expected to more than double over 1996 tonnage levels, with total
tons projected to grow 3.5 percent annually. 152  Total inland
waterways traffic is forecast to increase 1.3 percent annually, to
more than 836 million tons by 2020.153 The impact on waterways
infrastructure could be significant as an undersized and aging
system attempts to accommodate total traffic to 738 million tons
by 2010 and 836 million tons by 2020. 154 Increases in commercial
shipping activity will increase the likelihood of conflict in the EEZ
among users. NOAA, through the Department of Commerce,
National Ocean Service, makes all the official navigation charts for
U.S. waters. 155  These nautical charts depict the marine
environment and are used as a road map for safe navigation. For
example, these charts mark areas where ships can't enter or anchor,
such as areas around the Florida Keys.' 5P This and other tools
provided by NOAA lay out courses to navigate ships by the safest
and most economical route. In the case of shipping lanes, for
example, the agency maps dredged channels, used for
accommodate deep draft vessels. 157 In essence, NOAA has current
maritime transportation areas already mapped in the EEZ.
150 United States Department of Interior, supra note 148.
151 Nat'l Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin, Year of the Ocean, The U.S.
Marine Transportation System, at http://www.yoto98.noaa.gov/yoto/meeting/
martrans_316.html (last visited Sept. 6, 2004).
152 Id.
153 Id.
154 Id.
155 NOAA, National Ocean Service, Office of Coast Survey, at
http://chartmaker.ncd.noaa.gov/staff/charts.htm (last visited Sept. 6, 2004).
156 Id.
157 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Ocean Zoning for
the Gulf of Maine: A Background Paper 13 (2003) (prepared for Gulf of Maine
Council on the Marine Environment).
One of the most important uses already zoned are
fisheries. Fisheries management in the EEZ is currently headed by
NOAA under the Department of Commerce. NOAA delegates
authority to the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) to
designate critical habitats under the ESA. 158 The NMFS also sets
regulations and restrictions for fisheries management in the
EEZ. 159 NOAA has compiled a map of the 23 Federal Fisheries
Management Zone Sites.' 60  Zoning these sites will assist in
organizing the conflicting uses that may surround those fisheries.
These are but a few of the conflicting uses in the EEZ.
Others include scientific research, tourism, cruise ships, chartered
fishing boats, and military operations. Each of these uses are
regulated by one or more federal agencies. While each manages its
own specific use, most of the locations of these activities have
already been mapped by the regulating agency. In addition to the
current ocean uses, many new uses may arise. Examples include
aquaculture, fiber optic cable corridors, and offshore wind
farms. 16 1 With more people and industries using the ocean, and
new ocean uses comes more potential conflicts. The need for a
comprehensive zoning scheme in the EEZ is increasing.
VIII. ESSENTIAL FISH HABITATS AS AN
EXAMPLE OF INTERAGENCY COOPERATION
A consultation scheme between federal agencies may
seem complicated, but interagency cooperation is possible. The
program in place for Essential Fish Habitats is one example of
agencies working together to manage an ocean resource. Essential
158 Nat'l Marine Fisheries, NOAA: About National Marine Fisheries, at
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/what.htm (last visited Nov. 6, 2003).
59 NOAA, Marine Protected Areas of the United States, Federal Fishery
Management Zone Sites Map, at http://www.mpa.gov/mpaservices/atlas/fig2_
fishzonemap.html (last visited Nov. 6, 2003).
160 Id.
161 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, supra note 157, at
16.
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Fish Habitats (EFH) are defined as "those waters and substrate
necessary to fish for spawning, breeding, feeding, or growth to
maturity."' 162 The NMFS, under NOAA, is responsible for fishery
management. 163  NOAA is within the Department of Commerce
and is responsible for working with other federal agencies to
protect and maintain the health of fisheries and their habitats.'
64
Eight Regional Fishery Management Councils were created under
the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act
in 1976.165 The Act requires the Councils to develop Fishery
Management Plans, with the help of the public and other interested
parties, to manage and conserve these fisheries.' 66 The plans are
then approved by the Secretary of Commerce. 67  The 1996
amendment to the Magnuson-Stevens Act required EFHs for each
managed species be identified and considered by the Council when
creating the plans. 168  The EFH provisions are a proactive means
of addressing threats to fish habitat. Before any federal agency
proceeds with an activity that may adversely affect an EFH, the
agency must consult with the NMFS and the appropriate Regional
Fishery Council for recommended measures to help conserve the
EFH.169 In addition, the agency must reply in writing within thirty
days of receiving EFH recommendations.17 0 The agency response
must include proposed measures to avoid or minimize adverse
impacts on the habitat and an explanation if the agency does not
adhere to the recommendations from NOAA Fisheries.171
162 NAGLE & RUHL, supra note 16, at 716.
163 American Oceans Campaign, Fishery Management, at http://www.
americanoceans.org/fish/efhbrochl .htm (last visited Nov. 6, 2003).
164 Id.
165 16 U.S.C. §§1801-1882 (1982).
166 NAGLE & RUHL, supra note 16, at 638.
167 Id.
168 The Magnuson-Stevens Act was amended most recently and
substantially through the Sustainable Fisheries Act of 1996, 104 Pub. L. No.
297, 110 Stat. 3559 (1996).
169 NAGLE & RUHL, supra note 16, at 714.
170 Id.
171 Id.
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The type of agency interaction seen with EFHs is
possible because all agencies have to answer to the Councils if
their project will adversely affect an EFH. There is an overarching
framework under which the agencies must operate. While this is
an example of interagency cooperation, this is a rare example. For
the vast majority of ocean uses, each agency handles a particular
use, with little voluntary coordination among them. They manage
in isolation, making and enforcing regulations only related to their
particular area of expertise within the EEZ. This method of
isolated decision making needs to be exchanged for a process of
planning holistically for a geographic region. The majority of the
different uses are already identified and mapped by the agency
responsible for that use or activity. Coordination of the federal
agencies to manage the EEZ for all uses must be in place if
resources are to be sustainable for future generations.
IX. BARRIERS TO ZONING THE EEZ
Beyond the isolationism and lack of coordination among
many federal agencies, other barriers to zoning the EEZ exist:
political pressures, -lack of scientific data about each area, and lack
of enforcement measures to protect zoned areas. Moreover, a lack
of any overarching legal framework for zoning authority is needed
before any comprehensive zoning can take place. By using the
recommendations of the Pew Oceans Committee and the U.S.
Commission on Ocean Policy, an overarching framework may be
developed and the barriers to zoning overcome.
A. Political Pressures
Political pressures are a barrier to zoning the EEZ.
Zoning involves prioritizing uses in a particular area. Each agency
may want their use to be a priority for that area. Excluding
activities in certain areas will most likely be a point of contention.
For example, in 2002, California's top fishery agency closed 25
percent of the state's 4,500 square miles of the Channel Islands
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National Marine Sanctuary, prohibiting the taking of any marine
life in that area. 172 Determined not to allow the California decision
to set precedent, sportfishing organizations launched the Freedom
to Fish campaign.' 73 Mike Nussman, President of the American
Sportfishing Association stated, "What we're seeing now is the
theoretical fervor for Marine Protected Areas getting far ahead of
the scientific evidence to support such measures." 174 The proposed
federal bill, the Freedom to Fish Act, requires that areas not be
closed to recreational fishing unless there is clear indication that
recreational fishermen are the cause of the specific conservation
problem, and that less severe conservation measures will not
adequately provide for conservation and management of affected
stocks of fish. 175 This heavy burden would be difficult and time
consuming for an agency to overcome if they wished to protect an
area with an MPA. Other groups also will have a strong voice
opposing any restrictions to their use of the ocean.
Commercial and recreational fisheries annually contribute
an estimated $24 billion and $10 billion, respectively, to the U.S.
economy. 176  These and other interested groups such as oil
producers also contribute a significant amount to the U.S. economy
and will not want their use of the ocean restricted. The MMS
collects, accounts for, and disburses mineral revenues from Federal
and American Indian leases. 177 These revenues totaled over $6
172 Parker Neils, Tasting the No-Take Tonic, FLA. S. U. RES-IN REV.,
Summer 2003, at 24 [hereinafter Neils].
173 Forbes Darby, California Bans Recreational Fishing in Channel
Islands, American Sportsfishing Ass'n., Oct. 24, 2002, available at
http://www.asafishing.org/content/newsroom/newsprcaban.cfm (last visited
Nov. 2, 2003)[hereinafter Darby]; Neils, supra note 172, at 36.
174 Darby, supra note 173.
17' H.R. 2890, 108 T H Cong. (2003), at http://fredomtofish.org/f2f/f2f act/f2fact_
bill.cfm (last visited Nov. 2, 2003).
176 U.S. COAST GUARD, Ocean Guardian-Coast Guard Fisheries
Enforcement Strategies, available at http://www.uscg.mil/hq/g-o/g-
opl/mle/OceanG/OceanGuard.html (last visited Nov. 2, 2003)
177 United States Department of the Interior, Minerals Management
Service, Offshore Minerals Management, at http://www.mms.gov/offshore/ last
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billion in 2002 and nearly $127 billion since the agency was
created in 1982.178 Oil producers pay several billion dollars each
year to vendors and contractors who support EEZ mineral and oil
activities. 179  "Expenditures by producing companies for
employees, equipment, and support services in turn result in
additional spending in communities near outer continental
activities and throughout the nation."'1 80  "To cite some specific
examples, Shell's Auger project involved contractors in 30 states,
and work on the Rowan No. 4 jack-up drilling rig involved
contractors in 43 states."' 181 "Bonus bids, rents, royalties, and other
revenues paid to the federal government for the rights to explore
for and produce OCS energy resources average between $3-4
billion annually."' 82  Whether it is recreational fishermen,
commercial fishermen, oil and gas companies, mineral mining
companies, or shippers, each of these affected parties will be ready
to challenge zone restrictions that affect their interests. 83 With no
framework to even prioritize uses, interested parties that have a
large economic stake in ocean regulations and will challenge any
decisions to restrict their use of the ocean.
B. Lack of Scientific.Data
Another problem in implementing zoning in the EEZ is the
lack of scientific data. While many agencies have uses already
visited November 2, 2003.
178 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Year of the Ocean,
Energy and Minerals: Resources for the Future, at http://www.yoto98.
noaa.gov/yoto/meeting/energy_316.html (last visited Nov. 2, 2003).
179 Id.
180 Id.
181 Id.182 Id.
183 See American Sportfishing Association, Economic Impact of Sport
Fishing in the United States, at http://www.asafishing.org/content/statistics/ (last
Visited Nov. 6, 2003) (stating that recreational fishing contributes $3.1 billion in
federal income taxes, which equates to nearly a third of the entire federal budget
for agriculture).
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mapped, one challenge is in deciding how to zone the remaining
areas. Most of the agencies in charge of managing the current
marine uses do not adequately take into account the competing
uses in the area or the health of the ecosystem. Scientific data can
help policymakers decide what uses would be compatible with
current uses in that area. The Pew Oceans Commission
recommends that Congress double the funding for basic ocean
science to 1.5 billion dollars annually.' 84 For more than ten years,
federal spending on ocean sciences has remained close to 775
million dollars annually, which is less than four percent of the
nation's annual expenditure for scientific research. 185  The
commission believes that science needs to. be an integral part of a
national policy including: establishing broad monitoring programs
that require quantitive information on targeted catch and all forms
.of bycatch, developing models for each major ecosystem in the
nation, and creating field-scale adaptive management experiments
to evaluate the benefits and pitfalls of different policy measures. 186
The Pew Oceans Commission recommends various
combinations of expertise-including fishery scientists, marine
ecologists, climatologists, marine mammal biologists, economists,
and oceanographers be used for cross-disciplinary scientific
evaluations of ocean regions. 187  Describing an ecosystem,
characterizing their threats, and managing them for sustainability
must take an interdisciplinary approach. For example, the U.S. has
not yet assessed the status of two-thirds of the managed fish
stocks. 188A much broader monitoring program is recommended,
including data-gathering systems that require direct involvement of
the commercial fishermen.189 Commercial fishermen already use
184 Pew Oceans Comm'n, supra note 3, at 24.
185 Id.
186 Id. at 31.
187 Pew Oceans Conm'n, Science, Education, and Funding, at
http://www.pewoceans.org/oceans/pew-oceansreport-c8.asp (last visited Nov.
5, 2003).
188 Id.
189 Dayton, supra note 76, at 38.
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logbooks to report where and when they fish, and how much of a
targeted species they land. But they are rarely required to report
the bycatch unless it involves endangered species.1
9
The Pew Oceans Commission states that four areas of
ocean science are essential to effective ocean governance:
acquisition of new information, monitoring to evaluate status and
trends, capability to integrate and synthesize existing and new
information, and sharing information between user groups.191 One
of Pews main recornmendations is to gather information on the
ocean using an ecosystem approach. 192  While there are many
different definitions -for ecosystem, the Pew Oceans Commission
defines it as "a study of the sum total of the organisms living in a
particular place, the interactions between these organisms, and the
physical environment in which they interact". 193 Their definition
emphasizes .the linkages among species, and the connections to
common environmental features such as weather and
topography. 194 We lack even baseline information on the status of
the many ecosystems in the EEZ. While such a large scientific
study has never been undertaken, if the EEZ was divided into
regions, tools such as sea floor mapping and web-based global
imaging systems may make ecosystem studies possible. The use
of these tools may support policy makers as they decide
compatibility of uses for zoning.
Sea floor mapping can be created by multi-beam sonar by
sending out a fan of sound energy from equipment mounted on a
ship's hull. 195 The sound energy is reflected off the sea bottom and
recorded.196 From this data a map is generated providing both
bathymetric data and information about the composition of the sea
190 Id.
191 Pew Oceans Comm'n, supra note 187.
192 Dayton, supra note 76, at 38.
193 Pew Oceans Comm'n, Marine Reserves: A Tool for Ecosystem
Management and Conservation, 8, at http://www.pewoceans.org/reports/
pew marine reserves.pdf (last visited Apr. 3, 2004).
194 Id.
195 Courtney, supra note 5, at 20.
196 Id.
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floor. 197  Sea floor mapping can create maps of large areas
relatively quickly. With an area as large as the EEZ, this type of
large scale data collection would be beneficial. The U.S.
Commission on Ocean Policy recommends extensive sea floor
mapping as necessary to inform ocean planners.1
98
Web-based Global Imaging System (GIS) is another tool
that can be used to assist in comprehensive zoning. GIS is a
system that allows many different interested parties to share data
over the internet. 199 The system is designed to combine different
data sets, allowing all users to receive more complete information,
including interactive maps as data developed by different users is
gathered under one system. 20 One example of a web-based global
imaging system currently being used is the Ocean Planning
Information System (OPIS).201 It creates and analyzes data on
eleven ocean layers for. the Southeast region (Florida, Georgia,
South Carolina, and North Carolina). 2  Using OPIS, data maps
are developed, layering all the jurisdictional boundaries within the
Southeast.203 In addition, certain ocean uses, such as dredged
material disposal, navigation, defense activities, and fisheries
development are available in map form using OPIS. 20 4 While the
use of OPIS by NOAA is on a trial basis, it has great potential for
creating maps that can be used by policy makers to make
management and zoning decisions. Because agencies already have
197 Id. Bathymetric relates to the measurements of depths of oceans or
lakes.
198 Id. at 22.
199 Id. at 20.
200 Id.
201 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Marine Cadastral
Boundaries, at http://www.csc.noaa.gov/opis/html/cadas.htm (last visited Nov.
6, 2003).
202 Id. A cadastre is a land (or water) information system, encompassing
both the nature and spatial extent of the interests and property rights, with
respect to ownership, value, and use. OPIS creates cadastral layers with ocean
information.
203 Id.
204 Id.
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so much information about the particular activity they regulate,
global imaging systems may help facilitate coordinated decision
making within and across layered ocean management agencies.
C. Enforcement
Once the EEZ is zoned, many areas will restrict uses.
Enforcement of the restricted use areas will be critical to success of
the project. Poaching in reserves and other restricted areas poses a
serious threat and undermines the goals of zoning. 20 5 Enforcing
restricted areas in the ocean has chiefly been the responsibility of
the U.S. Coast Guard. 0 6 The problem of enforcement for an area
larger than one and a half times the size of the United States
appears insurmountable. However, existing laws are in place
regarding many of these areas. These can be coordinated under
one scheme. In addition, strategies on enforcement measures from
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park can be used as a guide to assist
in creating a working management scheme.
With proper funding, the EEZ zoning project can
implement enforcement strategies used effectively by the Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park and World Heritage Area. Enforcement
of more restricted areas was a concern during implementation of
the marine park zoning project.20 7 The Marine Park Authority, the
planning body of the project, used shapes that are more easily
described by clearly defined boundaries for each of the different
areas. This helps the less savvy fisherman or diver know exactly
where they are in the park. The Marine Park Authority also
employed offshore landmarks to clarify the location of boundaries
on the water. 20 8 Another strategy is the park's use of existing
technologies. The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park's rezoning
project strengthens enforcement efforts by providing for the
description of zone boundaries though a process of coordinate-
205 Neils, supra note 172, at 36.
206 Id.
207 Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, supra note 116.
208 Id.
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based mapping. 20 9 In addition, the greater use of technology has
enabled the park to track the movements of over five hundred
commercial fishing boats equipped with vessel monitoring system
satellite transponders to ensure compliance with zoning plans.
210
Other technology used to enforce restricted areas includes high-
resolution photography, night vision equipment, and global
positioning systems.
211
D. Lack of an Overarching Framework
Perhaps the biggest barrier to implementing a
comprehensive zoning scheme is the lack of an overarching
framework. A legal framework must be established by Congress
in order to effectively zone an area as large as the EEZ. The
myriad of federal agencies 'must be coordinated. The legal
framework, a type of ocean organic act, must lay out a multiple use
mandate, but must also give a standard for prioritizing uses. 12 An
organic act establishes the purpose of the system, its goals, and its
management procedures. It provides a framework within which
the cumulative effects of all uses of public lands can be assessed,
coordinated, and managed.2 13 Organic acts also detail a system for
prioritizing the uses as well, an important step when making
zoning decisions. Examples of prioritizing include favoring non-
exclusive uses over exclusive uses, renewable ocean resource uses
over non renewable resource uses, and reversible resource
209 Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, supra note 117.
210 Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, Compliance and
Surveillance, at http://www.reefed.edu.au/rap/overview/intro/comandsur.html
(last visited Nov. 6, 2003).
211 Id.
212 See NAGLE & RUHL, supra note 16 at 403, for general information on
organic acts.
213 Id. at 406. One example of an organic act is the National Forest
Management Act, which requires the federal government to develop
comprehensive forest management plans on a regional basis that take into
account the wide variety of uses of the national forests.
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commitments over non-reversible resource commitments.
214
Currently, over 140 laws pertain to our oceans. 2 15 Forty-three are
considered major statutes. These laws were intended to address
specific issues, but collectively fail to provide an overall governing
framework to maintain the ocean and its resources. Interagency
cooperation and an overarching framework to connect all
regulatory agencies are perhaps the biggest challenges to managing
the resources in the EEZ.
X. CONCLUSION
Developing an EEZ comprehensive plan will involve
overcoming political pressures, implementing proper enforcement
strategies, and coordinating the best available scientific data.
Decisions in placing zoning restrictions need to be based on
scientific data, keeping in mind the need to balance ocean use and
ocean conservation. Dividing the EEZ into regional areas, similar
to Regional Fishery Management Areas, would facilitate creating a
comprehensive plan. The vast space between the existing uses can
be zoned with general prohibitions, such as a prohibiton against
ecosystem degradation. Scientific 'advances such as seafloor
mapping, geographic information systems, and advances in
tracking key species will enhance the ability to fully evaluate a
given area. 2 17  Solid scientific information will help decision
makers make decisions that will properly balance social, economic,
and biological considerations.
We have the tools now to begin working on a
comprehensive plan to zone the EEZ. The Public Trust Doctrine
214 Richard G. Hildreth, The Public Trust Doctrine and Coastal and Ocean
Resources Management, 8 J. ENVTL. L. & LITIG. 221 (1993).
215 Pew Oceans Comm'n, America's Living Oceans: Charting a Course
for Sea Change, A Report to the Nation, at 47 (May 2003), available at
http://www.pewoceans.org/oceans/downloads/oceansreport.pdf (last visited at
Sept. 6, 2004).
216 Id,
217 Good & Sowers, supra note 17.
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can be used as the legal authority for a comprehensive zoning
project. The MPA system can be a starting point, as these are
some of the areas where activities must be the most restricted.
Science can bring us closer to understanding what areas can be
used, and which areas should have restrictions on uses. By using
existing technology, such as OPIS, agency information about
ocean uses and resources can be assimilated and mapped together.
Both multiple-year studies of the ocean recommend ocean zoning
and a unified system of ocean governance. If the federal
government implements recommendations from the Pew Ocean
Commission or the U.S. Commission on Ocean Policy, a new
agency will be developed to protect the ocean and its resources.
Increased use and reliance on the sea for multiple, potentially
conflicting activities requires a move toward integration of all
ocean uses into a. comprehensive plan. The scale of ocean
ecosystems suggests that planning cannot be done solely at the
local level, but must be integrated at state and national levels.'
With increased demands on the ocean for food and other resources,
a holistic view of the ocean is essential to ensure that these
resources able to be sustained for future generation.
